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"What can I make with this ball of yarn?" Finger Knitting Fun is the answer! So quick and simple, a

perfect project for children, learning how to knit with your fingers is the best way to start crafting

without cumbersome needles! All you need is some yarn and your hands to create modern and

sophisticated knitted strands that you can use in any project around the house or everyday fashion.

From jewelry and wearable accessories to wall art, gifts, and room decorations, Finger Knitting Fun

includes illustrated, step-by-step instructions for 28 projects, which use yarn and other exciting

materials such as paracord, leather, and more. DIY Lifestyles expert Vickie Howell provides you

with a wonderful resource with the basics of finger knitting and over 28 things to make with the

beautiful fabric that you create. Grab that ball of yarn and easily turn it into a charming knitted piece

with endless possibilities.
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View larger      Finger Knitting   I want all of my kiddos to see fiber as a blank canvas for creativity as

well as practicality. If they have a vision; see it through. If they want to give a gift; hand make it. If

they need something to keep themselves warm; produce it themselves. Whether or not they stick

with it is less importantÃ¢Â€Â”itÃ¢Â€Â™s the awareness I was after. Enter finger knitting.

No sloucher beanie   Every hip kid needs a cool hat, and this slouchy beanie fills the bill!       View

larger



Smooshy mooshy bath mat   Whether you place it near the bath or in your bedroom, youÃ¢Â€Â™ll

step sweetly onto this cute and comfy mat.       View larger

This book delivered, it had way more patterns in it then I expected from online previews. My

daughter is looking forward to raiding my yarn stash and making lots of snakes to give as gifts to

neighborhood friends. Vickie as always has an excellent eye for whats adorable, fun and modern!

Also perfect for when you need projects to knit as gifts.I remember finger knitting with cotton loops

when I was a child and making a long chain that literally all around my house. We would sit outside

in the sun all summer long making the chain and giggling while we chatted about school and other

silly things. I have no idea what ever happened to that chain but I know every moment sitting in the

sun with my friends was a priceless thing. Hoping my daughter can have the same experience with

this book as her guid and my endless stash as fuel!

This book is so fun! It is geared to kids but I found the projects so inspiring. The directions at the

beginning were clear and easy to follow on how to finger knit I picked it up right away. I enjoyed

finger knitting so much I can't stop making things inspired by all the pretty projects. My yarn stash

has been torn apart and transformed into a bunch of new home dec projects.

I teach elementary school and have a Craft Club after school. Finger knitting is a huge hit with boys

and girls, and this book gave us some great project ideas. Very simple to follow directions and lots

of good illustrations. Even my Second graders could read and follow the directions on their

own...and then they taught some Kindergarten's and First graders! It's pretty cool to see a 6-year

old very seriously making a scarf for his Mom :-)

This is a cute book that I got for my 10 year old grandest-daughter for Christmas. It has a lot of cute

projects that I believe she will be able to do on her own. She loves crafts and looms etc. The price

was right and shipping was fast (with Prime).

i like this book. any way you can learn something is great. i get adult books as well as kids books to

learn from. sometimes the kids books are easier to learn from than the adults books. this is easy to

learn from and fun. easy things to make. goods for kids and adults



My tween daughter knows how to do some basic knitting with needles and so she was very

interested in this book. She took the book and started learning from the helpful photos and text how

to do the simple, standard finger knitting technique. She caught on almost immediately, since the

instructions are so clear and easy to follow, even for kids. She made a long knitted piece out of

some soft, gray wool yarn we had. She suggested that maybe it could be a blanket for a snake, but I

said it could work well as a headband. So, we finished it off and tied the ends and it worked great as

a headband. I love all the fun ideas of ways to use this simple crafting technique, from hats to a

pretty mobile. We are looking for what to try next and I think we will work on the panda pillow,

itÃ¢Â€Â™s really cute!

The instructions in this book are very clear and easy to follow. I gave my 8 year old daughter the

book and a few skeins of yarn and let her go at it. She has made a scarf, a ton of friendship

bracelets for her girlfriends, and a hat. She is now teaching my 4yo how to finger knit. As a crafty

mom, I love books like this. I learned how to crochet, embroider, sew and other crafts out of books

as a kid. We didn't have you tube tutorials or pinterest back when I was a child. I love the idea of

having a book to look back to as reference when she may hit a bump in her craft road.

Love these projects! Been looking for new ideas to do with my 'crafty' niece... Which isn't an easy

task for a non-crafty auntie! These are just the ticket! Off to the yarn store I go!
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